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0L Micronesian doc slOFtS,

' What could be the most Crucial--ing with the United States. This may

session in the short history of the no longer be so. ,,, "..

Congress of Micronesia is now under If the U.S. begins its military dis-
way at Saipan.. engage'i_ent from Asia, advanced ,

Lawmakers from the six districts military bases in the Pacific may be-
of the Trust Terl:itory of the Pacific come less important. The news that
are meeting' at a turning point in the the U.S. plans to close several major
political growth of those islands, bases in.Japan is evidence of that.

' ". °

• BANGING OVER the session are FURTHER, the Mariana Islands

- the questions of political independ- district is conducting its own talks
elme vs. continued ties with the Unit- with the U.S. with an eye toward

ed States and the future military val- close economic and political ties. _,,,:
ue of Micronesia. Answers will be This would undoubtedly include mill-

: ; hard to come by. tary use of Saipan,' Rota, Tinian and
! '. As with all legislative bodies, the other islands if needed. I_tilitary use

meaning of the s:ession will probably of land in any of the other five dis-
; not come clear until near the end_in tricts may become unnecessary.

this case early in March. But some Finally, there is evidence the De-. _'.

themes are apparent: lense Department plans to develop
$ The Micronesians are no longer missile-testing facilities at Wake Is-,

firmly on the path toward a Status of land. While some consider Wake geo-
"free association" with the U.S. in graphical'_y "_ _ cf _" ...........
which they handle their (_wn L_ternal firmly in American hands. Vital mis-.
affairs while the U.S. takes care of sile facilities could be built there

international matters. Even as talks without Micronesian permission.
1 between the two sides seemed close The upshot of all this may mean

! to completing an agreement of free Micronesia will be forced to face the
! association, the Congress of Microne- future with less support from the

i ' sia decided that the option of inde- U.S. than originally anticipated.
i " ; pendence should be explored as well. Thus, it is crucial for the congress to
: : The merits of complete independ .... lay the-groundwork-fora workable .......

ence will doubtless be discussed dur- political future at this session.
ing this session of the congress. The
newly-elected pre_ment of the senate, THREE BILLS, which failed the'

for example, is Tosiwo Nakayama first time,they were introduced, offer'
who has long supported the idea of •a framework. They call for a consti-
independence, In addition, there is tu_ional convention, an "office ofi
some sentiment for independence at transition" which would prepare for

the district level, the practical problems of se:lf-govern:
o The military value to the U.S. ment and a commission onnational

of Trust Territory lands may be de- unity.

clining. Many Ivi:icronesians have But first, the congress should at-.
considered the strategic value of tempt to clarify its position on inde-

nt :, their islands as a trun_p card in deal- pendence vs. free association.
;_ ,.
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